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Remote Laboratories



The implementation of practical sessions in engineering 

education:

• Paves the way for students to be familiar with the instruments 

and thus, with the industrial real-world. 

• Augment the learning outcomes by strengthening the 

understanding of scientific concepts and theories. 
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Virtual online Laboratories 

(Examples)
Chemistry Virtual web 

Labs provide experiments 

about chemistry. It allows 

students to select a few 

out of hundreds of 

standard reagents and 

manipulate them in a 

manner that looks like a 

real Lab. It allows students 

to design and perform 

diverse experiments in 

acid-base chemistry, 

thermochemistry, 

solubility, and redox

chemistry.

http://chemcollective.org/vlabs

http://chemcollective.org/vlabs


Virtual online Laboratories 

(Examples)

Physic 

Virtual web 

Labs allow 

students to 

carry out 

experiment

s about 

mechanics, 

electricity & 

magnetism, 

light, etc

http://www.physics.ccsu.edu/LEMAIRE/genphys/virtual_physics_labs.

htm

http://www.physics.ccsu.edu/LEMAIRE/genphys/virtual_physics_labs.htm


Remote laboratories



Type of Experiments
 Batch experiments. These are laboratories 

where experiments are completely specified 
prior to submission and run without 
intervention.

 Interactive experiments. Primarily, interactive 
experiments require the control of laboratory 
hardware while the user sets the parameters 
and observes the results.

 Sensor Experiments. Sensor experiments are 
those in which users monitor or analyze real-
time data streams without influencing the 
phenomena being measured.



Type of experiment
 Expensive setup experiments and representing a 

“one-of-a-kind” experiment type 
 Example: common in process control

 Usually one user at time

 Booking system 

 Multimedia services for tutoring the student during 
the activities

 Low-cost experiments that can be replicated 
without a severe impact in terms of costs 
 Examples: digital systems and basic electronics 

experimentation

 Scalability to support several laboratories

 Redundancy of components/laboratories

 Concurrency of users



UNED Remote Laboratories: 

VISIR at DIEEC

 Virtual Instrument Systems in Reality (VISIR) is a remote laboratory 

created by Blekinge Institute of technology (BTH) for designing, wiring 

and measurement of electronic circuits.
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UNED Remote Laboratories: 
VISIR at DIEEC



UNED Remote Laboratories: 
VISIR at DIEEC



VISIR at MOOCs
 MOOC course (Spanish): 

https://unedcoma.es/course/bases-de-

circuitos-y-electronica-practica/

https://unedcoma.es/course/bases-de-circuitos-y-electronica-practica/


UNED Remote Laboratories: 

Lego

 STEM level remote laboratory.

 Based on Lego Mindstorm NXT 2.0 and its 

renewable energy kit.

 Programed with LabVIEW and AJAX 

technologies.



Motivations
 Virtualizing expensive equipment: when instruments are 

very expensive to purchase and maintain, a Virtual 
Laboratory may be financially more interesting.

 Securing fragile instruments: when students have to learn 
how to use damageable instruments (or actuators which 
may damage its environment or even persons),  a Virtual 
Laboratory can be preferred to a Remote Laboratory, at 
least for first trainings; as soon as learners show enough 
competency, they then are switched to a remote access 
on real instruments. 

 Offering realism: when students carry out experiments in a 
Remote or Virtual Laboratory, they should have the 
sensation of working with real instruments. 

 Both Remote and Virtual Laboratories are learning 
resources



Lego Aeolian Experiment
 STEM Level.

 Students must investigate about the 
correlation among Wind power and Energy 
generation.

 They must record different outputs depending 
on the applied Wind power parameter.

 They must apply Ohm’s Law to obtain not 
specific experiment parameters.

 They must apply unity conversion to obtain 
other measure unities.
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Lego Solar Experiment
 STEM Level.

 Students must investigate about the 
correlation among Solar Energy and 
Electricity generation.

 The electricity generation is determined by the 
inclination angle degrees of the solar panel 
related to the light source.

 They must apply Ohm’s Law to obtain not 
specific experiment parameters.

 They must apply unity conversion to obtain 
other measure unities.
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UNED Remote Laboratories: 

Lego

 STEM level remote laboratory.

 Based on Lego Mindstorm NXT 2.0 and its 

renewable energy kit.

 Programed with LabVIEW and AJAX 

technology.
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Remote Laboratory Design: 

Laboratories as a Service

 A LabVIEW project is in charge of acquiring and sending data towards
clients.

 Clients can be web oriented applications or desktop applications.

LabVIEW:
RESTful 

WS

AJAX/HTML5 
Web client 

Lego 
NXT 2,0
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Aeolian Robot

 http://62.204.199.219:8080/web3/index.html
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http://62.204.199.219:8080/web2/index.html


Solar Version

 http://62.204.199.229:8080/solar/index.html
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http://62.204.199.229:8080/solar/index.html


Video Streaming

 Standard Webcam

 http://www.yawcam.com/
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http://www.yawcam.com/


RESTful services in 

LabVIEW

 A standard LabVIEW
Project.

 Global networked 
variables for data 
exchange among the 
VI programs.

 Some VI are the 
interfaces of the 
services, other VI are 
the business logic.
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Services API
Service URL Method Access Format Description

http://62.204.199.229:8080/SolarWS/status GET HTTP JSON Reports about lab status and if there is an experiment 
running

›http://62.204.199.229:8080/SolarWS/ 
Start?InitCode=scode

GET HTTP JSON Starts a new experiment session correlated with the id 
scode.

http://62.204.199.229:8080/SolarWS/End?EndCode=s
code

GET HTTP JSON Ends a new experiment session with the id scode

http://62.204.199.229:8080/SolarWS/actuator?Angle
=v

GET HTTP JSON Changes the inclination angle of the solar panel v 
degrees (from -30 to 30)

›http://62.204.199.229:8080/SolarWS/sensor GET HTTP JSON Reads the Energy Meter values for the produced 
energy

Service URL Method Access Format Description

http://62.204.199.219:8080/WindTurbineWS3/status GET HTTP JSON Reports about lab status and if there is an experiment 
running

›http://62.204.199.219:8080/WindTurbineWS3/Start?Init
Code=scode

GET HTTP JSON Starts a new experiment session correlated with the id 
scode.

http://62.204.199.219:8080/WindTurbineWS3/End?End
Code=scode

GET HTTP JSON Ends a new experiment session with the id scode

http://62.204.199.219:8080/WindTurbineWS3/WebIn?
Motor=v

GET HTTP JSON Changes the power value that emulates wind (from 0 
to 100)

›http://62.204.199.219:8080/WindTurbineWS3/WebOut GET HTTP JSON Reads the Energy Meter values for the produced 
energy
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http://62.204.199.229:8080/SolarWS/actuator?Angle=5
http://62.204.199.236:8080/SolarWS/sensor?Angle=5
http://62.204.199.229:8080/SolarWS/actuator?Angle=5


Experiment Data

Parameter Generated Consumed Value range Description

Voltage Voltage_in Voltaje_out 0 -9.9 V

is the electrical potential 

difference, measured in 

volts.

Current Current_in Current_out

Input: 0.000A - 0.200 A

Output: 0.000 A - 0.450 

A

The generated current is 

measured in amperes

Potencia Watt_in Watt_out P=VxI

The input power is 

measured in watts . It is 

calculated by using the 

formula P = Vxl.

Energy Joules 0-100 J
It is the accumulated

energy in the Energy Meter.
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An example of experiment
http://mercurio.scc.uned.es



Designing a remote

laboratory



Planning it
 Remote laboratories are educational 

resources that should be included inside a 
course design.

 They must serve to improve the learning 
outcome of the students.

 They can be isolated from other educational 
resources.

 Design the experiments that students must 
perform at the laboratory and correlate them 
with the course objectives.



Lego Wind Turbine Experiment

 STEM Level.

 Students must investigate about the 
correlation among Wind power and Energy 
generation.

 They must record different outputs depending 
on the applied Wind power parameter.

 They must apply Ohm’s Law to obtain not 
specific experiment parameters.

 They must apply unity conversion to obtain 
other measure unities.



Server/client topology



Two approaches

 Web-based applications

 wide spreads technologies nowadays 

 less use of client computer.

 Dedicated remote computer control 
applications.

 supporting powerful interfaces: allowing 
specific capabilities, such as complex 
graphics and data logging.

 this solution lacks flexibility and universality.



Technologies distribution 

(2008)

http://www.online-journals.org/index.php/i-joe/article/view/480/391
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